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The Mix

USC Football Coach Spurrier announces
new fan Gamecock walk. See page 12

Grab a cup of joe at one of Columbia’s
hottest coffee shops. See page 9
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AAAS stresses involvement on campus
Organization encourages
unified black population
Sean Gruber
STAFF WRITER

The A ssociat ion of
African-American Students
announced changes in its
org a n i z at ion du r i ng it s
first meeting of the school
year to a crowd of nearly
100 students in the Russell
House Theater on Tuesday.
The AAAS, according to a
press release, hopes to change
into “an organization that
unifies the black population
on campus.” At the meeting,
the group’s leaders stressed
the changes that were going
to occur.
Celita Moore, treasurer of
the AAAS, spoke about some
of these changes during the
meeting.
“From what I’ve seen on

campus, minorit ies don’t
get involved. We need to
get involved in helping the
ca mpu s a nd helpi ng t he
community,” Moore, a thirdyear pharmacy student, said.
The meet i ng st ar ted
with the AAAS reciting its
mission statement, motto
a nd t he Neg ro Nat ional
Anthem.
Guest speaker Leigh
Bonner, a staff member of
Teach for A merica, t hen
spoke to the students.
“The biggest civil rights
i s s ue i n A me r ic a t o d a y
is educat ional inequ it y,”
Bon ner sa id. “ I m ag i ne
a n A mer ica where ou r
top doctors, law yers and
polit icians taught in low
income areas for a year.”
Fo l l o w i n g t h e g u e s t
speaker, the AAAS introduced
its liaisons, describing the
different minority programs
and groups work ing with

t he c a mpu s g roup. T he
E x e c u t i v e C o u n c i l a nd
d i rec tors a lso descr ibed
t hei r job s, enu mer at i ng
the different positions and
responsibilities the group
has.
The A A A S d isc ussed
t h e v a r io u s e v e nt s a n d
publ ic at ion s it host s on
campus, such as community
service, panels led by black
professional groups and the
traditional events such as the
annual fashion show.
T he g roup’s Voices of
Color publication announced
a format change, planning
a yearly literary magazine
instead of a newsletter. The
group is also in talks with
SGTV to create a television
show c a l led “M i nor it y
Report.”
Students were invited to
join the different councils and
publications of the A A AS,
who hope to incorporate

Up-and-coming National Universities
according to U.S. News & World Report
1. George Mason University
2. Clemson University
3. University of Southern California
4. Arizona State University
5. University of Maryland— Baltimore County
6. Drexel University
7. University of Central Florida
7. Portland State University
9. University of San Diego
9. University of California— Riverside
9. University of North Carolina— Charlotte
9. University of South Carolina— Columbia
9. Azusa Pacific University

Kara Apel

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

USC is ranked ninth in
the top 10 “Up-and-coming
Nat ion a l Un i ver s it ie s”
according to U.S. News &
World Report.
The ranking is located
in the 2009 edition of U.S.
News & World Report’s
“A merica Best Colleges”
guide.
The “Up-and-com ing
Nat ion a l Un i ver s it ie s”
ra n k i ng wa s a f i r st for
t he g u ide and based

a t h i rd -y e a r m a rk e t i n g
student, said. “We make the
people come to us.”
Students interested in the
A A AS can find our more
information by attending the

next meeting on Sept. 2 in
the Russell House Theater
at 6 p.m.
Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecocknews@sc.edu

SCHOLARSHIP ESTABLISHED
IN HONOR OF U.S. MARINE
Liz Segrist

NEWS EDITOR

Carolina ranks No. 9 in recent
listing of promising universities
t he r a n k i ng s up on t he
number of nominations the
universities received from
educators nationwide.
USC ra n ked ahead of
Ohio State University and
Florida State University on
the list, and tied with four
other schools, including
Un iversit y of Nor t h
Carolina-Charlotte.
Clemson University falls
in the ranks at No. 2.
University President Dr.
Harris Pastides was pleased
with the outcome.
“It’s good to see that we
continue to advance in the
rankings, and leaders in the
academic world are taking
note of what we’ve known for
some time: This university
provides an outstanding

freshmen and future students
into the organization.
Owen Black, marketing
director for the AAAS, spoke
about this at the meeting.
“We make it hot,” Black,

USC alum lost in Afghanistan
remembered by friends, family

--COMPILED BY KARA APEL

‘America’s Best Colleges’
guide recognizes USC’s
innovative programs

Christine Galligan / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The AAAS coordinators address the group at their first meeting for the school year.

education for students, and
we’re pioneering innovation
and leadership in several
areas,” Pastides said in a
press release.
The Moore School of
Business’s I nternat ional
Business program was rated
number one for its 12t h
consecutive year.
USC’s Un iversit y 101
classes were a lso g iven
recognition in the guide’s
“Programs to Look For”
section.
USC also moved up two
spots on the “Best National
Un i v e r s it ie s” r a n k i n g,
in at 52nd among public
institutions.
Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecocknews@sc.edu

The ROTC is sponsoring a scholarship,
planned to start next semester, to honor
a USC alum and a U.S. Marine who died
serving in Afghanistan July 17.
First Lt. Jason Mann died at 29 years
of age while ser ving in the Helmand
province in A fghanistan when a roof
collapsed on him.
Anthony Ray, a recent USC alum and a
member of the Navy staff who was friends
with Mann, said the scholarship will be a
monetary amount, given to whoever best
exemplifies the qualities necessary for a
Marine Corps Officer.
The money will possibly be donated
from ROTC alumni or any other donors
willing to contribute to the scholarship.
Mann was married to Shannon Mann,
another USC alum and fellow Marine,
and their daughter Isabella is 2-yearsold.
Mann is originally from New Jersey,
but most recently lived with his family in
Virginia.
Ray said Man n was “a ver y lov ing
father.”
Ray, who met Mann when they started
ROTC together at the university, said
Mann was a great person who was not
only fun to be around, but also someone
he learned a lot from.
“He demanded a lot from people. He
pushed everyone to be better,” Ray said.
“He was a ver y motivating Marine.
He always looked out for people and
gave good guidance for people who were
struggling.”
Mann, who was a leader in ROTC,
was thought of as a dedicated man in
everything that he did.
“A nyone who k new Jason would be
quick to speak of his absolute love for
his country, the Marine Corps and his
family. He fi rmly believed in what he was
doing,” according to a news release.
Mann graduated as a fi nance student

Sports

The Mix

Sports Editor Michael Aguilar wants
quizzes to select elite Gamecock
football ticketholders. See page 12

Check out which of your famous
celebrities made an appearance
at the DNC. See page 10

Courtesy of USC ROTC

First Lt. Jason Mann left behind his wife
and daughter during his term of service.
with top honors from his Marine Corps
officer’s class and was later assigned to
the First Battalion, Sixth Marines, 24th
Marine Expeditionary Unit, II Marine
Expeditionary Force, with headquarters
at Camp Lejeune, N.C., according to a
news release.
Ray said although many people fi nd it
hard at times to face the facts and hear
about death, that it’s important to have
people hear Mann’s story.
“He was a person over there doing
something great for our country,” Ray
said. “He was happy doing this for our
country and was proud of it.”
Comments on this story? E-mail gamecocknews@
sc.edu
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TODAY
10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
GAMMA Blood Drive
Greene St.
4:30 p.m. - 7 p.m.
Student Senate Meeting
RH, Rooms 222/226
6 p.m. - 7 p.m.
Carolina Productions
General Meeting
RH, Room 315
6:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
University Bible Study
Christ’s Student Church
at Carolina
RH, Room 303

You Decide
Pastides’s Ride
You have one more day to vote for
President Pastides’s new eco-friendly
car! Polls will be closed today at
5 p.m. Students can vote on The
Daily Gamecock’s Web site, www.
dailygamecock.com,, for one of three
dailygamecock.com
choices.

Here are the results thus far:
MINI Cooper: 230 votes

7 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Daily Gamecock
Interest Meeting
RH, Room 203

TOMORROW
7 p.m. - 8 p.m.
WUSC DJ Body
Meeting
RH, Room 302

Toyota Prius: 137 votes

Alan Tauber / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The band Jupiter One played in the Russell House Ballroom on Tuesday night.

Honda Civic Hybrid: 97 votes

Find out what you decided
in Thursday’s issue of The
Daily Gamecock.

Local
U. S. Hou se M ajor it y
Whip Jim Clyburn says no
one needs to try to bring
ng
Democratic U.S. Senate
ate
candidate and Ron Paul
aull
s upp or t er B ob C on lee y
into line with the rest of
of
t he part y’s t icket as h
hee
challenges Republican Sen.
en
n.
Lindsey Graham.
“You don’t bring him
im
m
in line w it h t he rest off
the ticket,” Clyburn said
aid
in a conference call with
ith
reporters Tuesday as he
prepared for a Wednesday
speech at the Democratic
National Convention in
Denver.
Conley supported Texas
U.S. Rep. Paul in the GOP
primary in January. Since
w in ning t he Democrat ic
nomination, he’s declined
to say he supports Democrat
B a r a c k O b a m a’s W h it e
House bid.
C on le y h a s e mbr ac e d
very conservative positions
on issues such as tax reform
and immigration in the past,
including his support of the
Fairtax.org plan.
L e e G r ig g s , C on le y ’s
campaign manager, said the
campaign had no immediate
c o m m e nt o n C l y b u r n’s
remarks.
Conley wouldn’t be the
first statewide Democratic
candidate to distance himself
from the national part y’s
nominee or issues. In 2004,
Democrat ic U. S. Senate

PIC OF THE DAY

Crime Report
SATURDAY, AUG. 23
Simple posession of marijuana and
reckless driving, 2:30 a.m.
Intersection of Greene and Laurens
streets
The offender ran a red light. When the
officer conducted an inventory on the
vehicle, a plastic bag containing marijuana
was found in the glove compartment.
Reporting Offi cer: J. Newsom
Disorderly conduct, 2:45 a.m.
McBryde G, 613 Marion St.
The offender was found passed out in
the McBryde stairwell intoxicated. The
offender was arrested and transported to
Alvin S. Glenn Detention Center.
Reporting Offi cer: Winnington, M

-Compiled by Brad Maxwell, editor
candidate Inez Tenenbaum
s uppor ted a ba n on g ay
marriage and agreed with
the invasion of Iraq.
Clyburn emphasized that
Democ rat s r u n a n open
primary with anybody who
can pay a filing fee getting a
place on a ballot.
I n C o n le y ’s c a s e ,
Democrat s lea r ned on ly
after the primary vote that
Conley had been a member
of the Horry County GOP’s
executive committee. While
he’s courted Democrats, he
has been in t he news for
attending events with the
state’s most conser vat ive
Republican and libertarian
voters.
“I don’t believe that you
can find a hundred people in
South Carolina who can tell
you who he is, what he stands
for,” Clyburn said.

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!

Tuesday: Live music with $1.00 BEER
Wednesday: Live trivia to win house cash
Thursday: Pitcher night
We deliver to on and off campus housing. Pick up a menu from your lobby
or online at http://www.villageidiotpizza.com.

252-8646

DINE-IN
PICKUP
DELIVERY

2009 Devine Street • Five Points
Open: M-F 4 pm • Sat-Sun 11:30 am

If you are under 21, it is against the law to buy alcoholic beverages. All ABC regulations enforced.

National
ATLANTA — An electronic
c o m m u n i c at i o n f a i l u r e
Tuesday at a Federal Aviation
A d m i n i s t r at io n f ac i l it y
in Georgia that processes
flight plans for the eastern
half of the U.S. was causing
hundreds of f light delays
around the country.
A n FA A Web site t hat
tracks airport status showed
delays at some three dozen
major airports across the
country. The site advised
passengers to “check your
departure airport to see if
your flight may be affected.”
FA A s p ok e s wom a n
Kathleen Bergen in Atlanta
said there were no safet y
issues and officials were still
able to speak to pilots on
planes on the ground and in
the air.

NY Style Pizza,
Wings, Salads
& Sandwiches

Happy Hour

Mon.-Fri. 4-7pm

$1.00
Cheese
Slices
40¢ Wings

Possession of altered driver’s license,
1:25 a.m.
Intersection of Sumter and W heat
streets
T he of f icer fou nd t h ree of fenders

She said she did not know
exactly how many f lights
were being affected, but she
said it was in the hundreds.
She added that officials might
not have total figures until
Wednesday. Bergen said that
in a 24-hour period the FAA
processes more than 300,000
flight plans in the U.S.
Bergen said the problem
t h a t o c c u r r e d Tu e s d a y
af ter noon involved a n
FA A facility in Hampton,
Ga., south of Atlanta, that
processes f light plans. She
said there was a failure in
a communication link that
transmits the data to a similar
facility in Salt Lake City.
As a result, the Salt Lake

urinating outside McBryde Quad. One
of the offenders presented a fake license
and was issued a ticket for possession of
an altered drivers license.
Reporting Offi cer: J. Newsom
Breaking and entering motor vehicle
and larceny of GPS, 8:16 a.m.
Pi Kappa A lpha parking lot/Greek
village, 3 Founders Circle
A GPS system and Sirius radio receiver
was stolen f rom t he v ict im’s wh ite
Honda.
Value: $250
Reporting Offi cer: Woodfin, Joseph
MONDAY, AUG. 25
Simple possession of marijuana, 3:03
a.m.
McBryde Quad, 1309 Blossom St.
Offender was found with a clear plastic
bag of marijuana in McBryde Quad.
Reporting Offi cer: J. Newsom

City facility was having to
process those f light plans,
causi ng delay s i n pla nes
taking off. She said there
were no problems landing
for planes that were already
in the air.
“ T here w i l l b e f l ight
delays,” Bergen said. “It could
be any location, because one
facilit y is now processing
flight data for everybody.”
Bergen said there was an
unrelated hardware problem
at the Hampton facility on
Aug. 21 that resulted in issues
processing flight plans, but
she was unsure if there were
any flight delays.
A spokesman for
Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta

International Airport, the
world’s busiest airport, did
not immediately return a
call seeking comment on the
impact there from Tuesday’s
episode. Bergen said officials
at the Atlanta airport were
entering flight data manually
to try to speed things up.
Discount carrier AirTran
Airways, which has its hub at
the Atlanta airport, said in a
statement that because of the
suburban FAA center snafu
it was taking up to an hour
for the FAA to get clearances
to the towers for departures.
Delta Air Lines Inc., which
has its main hub in Atlanta,
said fl ights were processing
BRIEFS ● 4
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for takeoff, but slowly.
The com mu n icat ion
failure was causing delays
for departures and arrivals
at Baltimore-Washington
I nter nat iona l T hu rgood
Marshall Airport, according
to a ir por t spokeswoma n
Cheryl Stewart. However,
she did not have a number on
delays.
The FA A has asked that
no new fl ight plans be fi led,
Stewart said. If an airline has
not filed a flight plan yet, that
flight cannot leave. However,
some flights had already filed
their plans and those planes
were being allowed to depart,
Stewart said.
Phil Orlandella, a
spokesman for Massport,
wh ich operates Boston’s
Logan International Airport,
said “there are significant
delays, both inbound and
outbound.” He declined to
comment further. Bergen
explained that if a plane was
heading f rom At lanta to
Boston, for instance, and it
was being held on the ground
i n A t l a nt a , it wou ld b e
delayed arriving in Boston.
Ca roly n Fen nel l,
spokeswoman for the Orlando
International Airport, said 13
Southwest Airlines f lights
had been affected by the
glitch.

HARARE, Zimbabwe
— Zimbabwe’s opposition
heckled Robert Mugabe in
an unprecedented show of
defiance when the president
opened parliament Tuesday
with traditional pomp and his
familiar denunciations of the
West.
Mugabe arrived in an opentopped vintage Rolls Royce
escorted by mounted police
wearing pith helmets and
carrying lances. Legislators
f rom t he Movement for
Democratic Change, who
wrested control of the house
from him for the first time
since independence in 1980,
refused to stand when Mugabe
entered, and shouted his party
“is rotten!”
T he jeers occasiona l ly
drowned out his 30-minute
speech that was broadcast
live on national television.
Mugabe had to raise his voice
and, looking annoyed, raced
through the final lines.
Tuesday’s tension may be a
glimpse into a future of bitter
debates and close votes once
parliament gets down to work
in October.
Mugabe’s ZANU-PF party
had held a parliamentar y
majority since 1980. Morgan
Tsvangirai’s Movement for
Democratic Change won 100
seats in the 210-seat legislature

in March elections — though
only 99 of its members were
able to take the oath of office
Monday.
Mugabe’s part y won 99
seats in March and a splinter
opposition faction won 10. An
independent who broke away
from Mugabe’s party has the
remaining seat.
I n parliament Monday,
L o v e m o r e Mo y o of t he
Movement for Democratic
Change won t he race for
speaker by 110 votes to 98.
The ballot was secret, but
Moyo apparently got votes
from both Mugabe’s party
and the splinter faction to win
a post that puts him in charge
of parliament’s debate and
schedule.
If the opposition continues
to w i n suppor t f rom t he
splinter faction, it would have
the simple majority needed to
block funds for government
ministries and projects. But if
there was deadlock, Mugabe
could dissolve the assembly
and rule by decree. And it was
unlikely the opposition could
summon the two-thirds vote
needed to impeach Mugabe.
Mugabe opened parliament
despite an agreement he signed
last month with Tsvangirai
that the assembly would not
sit unless both men agreed
or until a power-sharing deal
was struck.

Ken Ruinard / The Associated Press

Clemson employees work togehter outside of Littlejohn Coliseum to clear the debris
caused by the tornado spawned from the remnants of Tropical Storm Fay.

Tornado hits Clemson
No casualties at college,
worst damage done to
stadium, nearby homes
The Associated Press
CLEMSON — A tornado
spawned from the remnants
of Tr opic a l St or m Fay
touc hed dow n Tue sd ay
a f ter no on i n C lem son ,
sending students scrambling
for cover.
Trees and power lines
were k nocked down and
several homes near campus

were da m aged, but no
injuries were reported,
authorities said.
A spotter reported the
tornado in Clemson at 2:56
p.m., about 15 minutes
after a tornado warning
was issued, according to the
National Weather Service.
The worst of the damage
happened near Clemson
U n i v e r s i t y ’s f o o t b a l l
stadium and not far from
the downtown area, Pickens
Count y Emergency
Management Director Don
Evett said.
“It ’s been ra i n i ng a l l

Facebook: Search
Remedy Northside

remedy@northsidebaptist.org
803.796.9786 | www.northsidebaptist.org

Health Insurance
for Students
Major Medical
Plans start at $82/month

Call me for HELP!
Hale Chiles • 772.3122

A+ Rated Carrier

afternoon and the warnings
were out for a while, so
word had gotten out about
the storms,” Evett said.
The storm also knocked
some trees on top of cars
o n C le m s o n’s c a m p u s ,
universit y spokeswoman
Robin Denny said.
The long warning time
from the weather service
allowed officials to sound
emergenc y sirens on
campus and send out urgent
e-mails and text messages to
students and faculty, Denny
said.
The wester n ha lf of
South Carolina was under
a tornado watch for much
of Tuesday, and multiple
warnings have been issued
as bands of storms from
the remnants of Tropical
Storm Fay moved across
South Carolina. The storms
were expected to continue
through Wednesday.
Fay’s remnants were also
bringing heav y rain to a
large part of the state. Flash
flood warnings were issued,
and up to f ive inches of
rain had fallen in Lancaster
County, authorities said.
Nearly t wo inches fell
Monday at the Columbia
airport, with almost 11 ⁄ 2
inches falling in just over 30
minutes, according to the
weather service.
The rains are welcome as
much of the state remains in
a serious drought.
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Program alerts students
University offers training
in effort to increase
campus safety measures
Alan Scher Zagier
The Associated Press

K ANSAS CIT Y, Mo. —
Hundreds of colleges across
the nation have purchased a
training program that teaches
professors and students not
to take campus threats lying
down but to fight back with
any “improvised weapon,”
from a backpack to a laptop
computer.
The program — which
includes a video showing a
gunman opening fire in a
packed classroom — urges
them to be ready to respond
to a shooter by t a k i ng
Orlin Wagner / The Associated Press
advantage of the inherent
strength in numbers.
Students leave a class designed to help students survive in a campus shooting situation.
It reflects a new response
at colleges and universities
Instead, Metropolitan Community instructional videos such as “Shots
where grisly memories of
the campus shootings at Virginia Tech College faculty members were taught Fi red” cou ld prov ide i nspi rat ion
and Northern Illinois University are to be aware of their surroundings and for t roubled st udents considering
to think of common classroom objects their own acts of violence, Coleman
still fresh.
“Look at your environment through — such as laptops and backpacks — as suggested.
“You more or less are giving them
the lens of survival,” said Domenick “improvised weapons.”
The program has been bought by a bluepr i nt for how to avoid law
Brouillette, who administered the
course at Metropolitan Community nearly 500 colleges, which tailor the enforcement,” he said.
At the University of North Carolina
College, wh ich ser ves more t ha n company’s safet y messages — laid
20,000 students. “Survivors prepare out in instructional videos and other at Chapel Hill, officials are looking
t h e m s e l v e s b o t h m e n t a l l y a n d training guides — to craft localized for ways to incorporate the training
emotionally to do what it takes. It violence prevention programs. Spivey as part of the school’s “Alert Carolina”
might involve life-threatening risk. expects that by year’s end that number program. Campus police chief Jeff
You may do somet hing you never w i l l h ave g row n to ab out 1,0 0 0 McCracken said the school may offer
hands-on training to students and
schools.
thought you were capable of doing.”
Schools may provide the training faculty, or simply post a link on the
Nearly 300 professors at
Metropolitan Communit y College to st udent s as well as st af f, as at university Web site.
Despite the relative rarity of deadly
were shown the video as part of a Metropolitan, or limit it to instructors
violence on campus, colleges can no
training exercise before the fi rst day or security personnel.
Campus safety experts interviewed longer assume that they are immune
of classes on this downtown campus.
The training, produced by the Center by The Associated Press said they from such problems, McCracken said.
“I do t h i n k it’s i mpor t a nt t hat
for Personal Protection and Safety, are not aware of any similar survival
a for-profit firm based in Spokane, training courses marketed specifically we talk to our folks and give them
some g uidance on how to protect
Wash., is also available for the school’s to college campuses.
“It’s a dark subject,” Brouillette said. themselves and others,” he said. “It’s
students.
The training drills teachers and “But we can’t say ‘It’s never going to not something that 10 years ago we
st udent s i n a “su r v ival m i ndset,” happen again.’ It’s ‘When is it going to thought we’d be talking about. But
said Randy Spivey, a former U.S. happen?’ And we have to be prepared unfortunately, it’s something we need
to do now.”
Dep a r t ment of Defen se ho st age to survive that.”
Todd Bowd ish, a Met ropol it a n
The sor t of agg ressive su r v ival
negotiator who is executive director of
the center. The center’s roster includes response cited by Brouillette troubles Com mu n it y College life sciences
retired FBI agents and others with school v iolence researcher Loren professor who part icipated in t he
Colema n, a ret ired Un iversit y of recent training session, agreed that
federal law enforcement experience.
today’s classroom climate requires
“There are two extremes. On the Southern Maine professor.
Showing students violent images of extreme caution.
one hand is paranoia, and on the other
“It’s a really basic thing,” Bowdish
is oblivion,” he said. “We’re just trying school shootings could trigger postto get people to keep this on their traumatic stress or other reactions that said. “We have drills for f ires and
resident advisers, graduate assistants tornadoes. This is just another tool for
radar.”
The training discourages cowering and similarly untrained workers would the toolbox.”
in a corner or huddling together in be unequipped to handle, Coleman
fear, Brouillette emphasized at the said.
A nd t he t e c h n iq ue s s how n i n
Kansas City session.

South Carolina Men’s Soccer
Friday Aug. 29, 2008
at 7 p.m.

VS
At Stone Stadium

OSIH?A?NIH?
$0##&IN>IA
dailygamecock.com

Valid only on 8.29.08 at concession stand only

gamecocksonline.com

The Associated Press

Hilary Clinton was among the speakers at the DNC.

Democrats raise question
of McCain’s capabilities
Convention speakers
use Bush politics against
Republican candidate
David Espo
The Associated Press

DENVER — Democrats
ripped into John McCain
as indifferent to the plight
of the working class and an
ally of big oil on Tuesday,
launching wave after wave of
attacks from the podium of
their national convention.
“ I f h e’s t h e a n s w e r,
then the question must be
ridiculous,” New York Gov.
David Paterson said of the
Republican president ial
candidate.
By contrast, said party
elder Ted Sorensen, “we
have the man we need at last
to embrace the future, not
the past, and to dispel eight
years of pain and shame.
Barack Obama is his name.
Call the roll!”
Not yet.
Oba m a’s for m a l
nom i nat ion was set for
Wednesday night. First
c a me H i l l a r y Ro d h a m
Clinton, his tenacious rival
in a riveting battle for the
nomination, who was closing
out her own history-making
quest for the White House.
Despite lingering
unhappiness among some
delegates nursing grievances
over Clinton’s loss, party
chairman Howard Dean
declared the convention
determined to make Obama
t he nat ion’s f i rst black
president. “There is not a
unity problem. If anyone
doubts that, wait till you see
Hillary Clinton’s speech,”
he said.
Former Virginia Gov.
Mark Warner was tapped to
deliver the keynote address
on the convention’s second
n ight . It wa s t he sa me
assignment t hat Obama
— then an Illinois state
lawmaker running for the
Senate — used four years
ago to launch his astonishing
ascent in national politics.
Obama campaig ned
in Missouri as he slowly
made his way toward the
convention city. Speaking
to airline workers in a giant
hangar, he accused the Bush
administration of failing to
enforce health and safety

laws a nd sa id McCa i n
“doesn’t get it” when it
comes to the concerns of
blue collar workers.
There was more of the
same — much more —
as a parade of speakers
criticized McCain at the
convention several hundred
miles away.
Cecile Richards, president
of the Planned Parenthood
Federation of America, said
the Republican has voted
against “real sex education,
voted against affordable
family planning. A nd if
elected, John McCain has
vowed to appoint Supreme
Court just ices who will
overt urn Roe v. Wade,”
she said, referring to the
landmark 1973 case that
affirmed women’s right to
abortion.
Ohio Gov. Ted Strickland
focused on econom ic
issues. “While families are
losing sleep tonight trying
to figure out some way to
make their paycheck stretch
through one more day, John
McCain is sleeping better
than ever,” he said, recalling
that McCain had recently
said Americans were better
off because of President
Bush’s policies.
A nd Iowa G ov. C het
Culver said oil companies
were “placing their bets on
John McCain, bankrolling
his campaign and gambling
with our future.”
“Joh n Mc Ca i n of fers
four more years of the same
Bush-Cheney policies that
have failed us,” summed
up Sen. Patrick Leahy of
Vermont.
Sorensen was a lin k
to some of t he pa r t y ’s
g l o r y y e a r s , J o h n F.
Ken nedy ’s closest aide.
As was the case with Sen.
E d w a rd M . K e n ne d y ’s
emotional appearance on
the convention’s opening
night Monday, Sorensen’s
presence on the podium
was designed to strengthen
t he image of Obama as
Kennedy’s worthy heir.
It was a recurrent theme.
“This is our time to revive
the spirit of Kennedy,” said
Wisconsin Gov. Jim Doyle.
Obama delivers his
acceptance speech Thursday
night at a football stadium.
An estimated 75,000 tickets
DEMOCRAT ● 6
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have been distributed for the
event, meant to stir additional
comparisons with Kennedy’s
appearance at the Los Angeles
Coliseum in 1960.
The Republican National
Convent ion meets in St.
Paul, Minn., next week to
nominate McCain and his
still-unnamed running mate.
That will set the stage for a
fi nal sprint to Election Day
in a race that is remarkably
close.
Tuesday’s rhetorical attacks
seemed likely to put a stop
to unusual convention week
sniping from two well-known
aides to former President
Clinton who said the earlier
speeches were too timid.
Paul Begala had spoken
dismissively of Warner’s plans
to go easy on McCain. “This
isn’t the Richmond Chamber
of Commerce,” he said.
“If this party has a message,
it’s done a hell of a job hiding
it,” James Carville told CNN
as he reviewed the opening
night’s program.
If Obama’s advisers had
any reaction to the sniping,
they kept it to themselves.
The Illinois senator has cast
himself as a different kind of
politician, a “post-partisan”
whose stock in trade is to
forge a change in the way
campaigns are conducted.
St il l, Oba ma has gone
after Clinton and McCain
sharply when aides thought it
necessary.
“My inclination is you have
to be careful about attacking
McCain” because his life’s
story buys him deference,
Tennessee Gov. Phil Bredesen
said in an Associated Press
interview. The Republican
presidential hopeful was a
prisoner of war in Vietnam
for more than five years.
Dean, the party chairman,
added t here were ot her
imperatives for a week of
convention speechmaking,
principally “to make sure
people k now who Barack
Obama is, who Joe Biden is.”

High SAT, AP scores
improve state ranking
High school seniors
raise bar in S.C.
Seanna Adcox
The Associated Press

The average SAT scores
f o r S o u t h C a r o l i n a’s
graduating seniors rose
slightly but still trailed the
national average, according
to results released Tuesday.
The state’s ranking —
historically near the bottom
nationally — moved up one
notch to 48th, followed
by Hawaii, Maine and the
District of Columbia.
The state’s class of 2008
scored 488 out of a possible
800 on the SAT’s critical
reading section, the same
as last year. Math scores
increased by one point to
497, and writing increased
by two points to 476.
The combined score of
1,461 is 50 points lower
than the national average.
Nat ionw ide, average
scores were unchanged for
all three sections: 502 in
reading, 515 in math, and
494 in writing.
The writing section was
added to the SAT as part of
a 2006 redesign. But many
colleges are waiting for
several years of data before
factoring that subject into
admissions decisions.
State schools
Superintendent Jim Rex said
that while South Carolina
students aren’t progressing
f a st enough , t he good
news is that the state’s still
a national leader in SAT
improvement. Since 1988,
math and reading scores
have improved by 34 points.
That’s the biggest jump for
states where more than half
of seniors take the SAT.
South Carolina’s SAT

score has long been at
or near the bottom and
is often tossed around in
debates on school vouchers
and political campaigns.
T he C ol le g e B o a rd ,
which administers the test,
discourages comparisons
because the percentage of
students who take the test
vary widely state-to-state.
In the Palmetto State,
61 percent of graduating
seniors took the test. That’s
a one-percentage-point
drop from last year, caused
by 1,015 fewer test-takers.
Rex sa id he’s u nsu re
whether that’s a blip or due
to more students taking
the ACT college entrance
exam. Traditionally, the
SAT has been more popular
in South Carolina.
Nationally, it was the
second year in a row that
scores remained at t he
lowest level in nearly a
decade.
College Board officials
said the growing number
of test takers was largely
responsible. A record 1.52
million students across the
nation took the test this
year. Minorit y students
accounted for 40 percent of
test takers and 36 percent of
those tested were the fi rst
in their families to attend
college.
In South Carolina, Rex
said he hopes an increase
in counselors, being phased
in over two years following
a 2005 state law, will help
boost test scores as they
work with st udents and
encourage them to take
rigorous courses.
Broken down by race, 64
percent of South Carolina’s
test-takers were white and
scored an average of 1,039;
24 percent were black, with
an average score of 841.

SC Football Vault Signing with author Elizabeth West
August 29, 2008 2:00-4:00pm Barnes & Noble Russell House Bookstore
September 13, 11:00-2:00pm Addams University Bookstore
September 20, 1:00pm, Walmart on Harbison
September 28, 2:00-4:00pm Richland Mall Barnes & Noble
December 13, 2:00-4:00pm RIchland Mall Barnes & Noble
SOUTH CAROLINA GAMECOCKS HISTORY DETAILED IN FOOTBALL VAULT™ BOOK
Few schools in the country have such a devoted fan base as the University of
South Carolina, and no other book captures the history of their beloved Gamecocks like the University of South Carolina Football Vault™: The History of the
Gamecocks. As much a scrapbook as it is a history book, opening the vault is like
getting a guided tour through your own personal South Carolina football museum.
Author Elizabeth Cassidy West cut her teeth on Gamecocks football from an early
age by attending games with her father, Joel Cassidy. West, the University of South
Carolina archivist, mixes great game coverage with behind-the-scenes anecdotes
and personal stories to present a view of South Carolina football that you won’t
find anywhere else.
The book combines fascinating tales of Gamecock legends — Billy Laval, Rex
Enright, Paul Dietzel, Jim Carlen, Lou Holtz, Joe Morrison, Steve Wadiak, “Deacon”
Dan Reeves, Bobby Bryant, Alex Hawkins, Jeff Grantz, George Rogers, Sterling
Sharpe and more — with never-before-published historic photographs and
replicas
of unique
p
q memorabilia tucked inside the ppages.
g

SOMEWHERE BETWEEN
SEARCHING FOR YOUR

phone, iPod, camera and laptop,
IT HITS YOU.

You need an iPhone!

Preferably one that’s FREE! Good thing we’re giving
one away every Friday through October*.

0364
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t
”
C
S
Text “U
.com
e
r
y
p
s
a
i
t
i
or vis
to enter.

*iPhone giveaway ends October 17, 2008.
Text message entries of “USC” must be sent to 30364 by October 17, 2008. One winner will be selected at random each week from all
eligible entries received. This sweepstakes is not affiliated with or endorsed by Apple Inc. Please visit iaspyre.com for full contest rules.

WEAR YOUR COLORS
WHEREVER YOU ARE!
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DNC garners endorsement from famous faces’ attendance
A-list celebrity appearances include Oprah, Will Smith,
Fall Out Boy; may overwhelm policies with publicity
Tas Anjarwalla

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Colbert wasn’t kidding when he joked about the lack of limos
at this year’s Democratic National Convention, and with the
in pour of celebrities at the event some politicians may have to
actually walk across the street.
This election season has attracted all kinds of celebrities,
and Denver has been seeing it’s fair share. John Legend topped
off the celebrity rush with a performance of his new song “If
You’re Out There” from the convention floor.
Actors in attendance include Kal Penn (who campaigned
for Obama here at USC), Anne Hathaway, Will Smith, Ellen
Burstyn, Susan Sarandon, Danny Glover, Josh Lucas, Dana
Delaney, Daryl Hannah, Alan Cumming and Matthew
Modine. Musical artist Carly Simon and directors Spike Lee
and Tony Goldwyn were also spotted. Jennifer Lopez and Ben
Affleck are expected to show up as well.
Oprah Winfrey, who has been an avid and active supporter
of Obama since almost the onset of his campaign, will be there
for the candidate’s acceptance speech. Winfrey has been slated
as one of the biggest celebrities who will be in attendance and
after her incredibly huge rally in Columbia there is no doubt
that her appearance will draw an incredible crowd, which
will be especially great on such a wider scale. With enough
shows and concerts to keep any teenager busy, one wonders
at the type of audience that the musical guests in Denver
are attracting. To launch the convention Sheryl Crow, Dave
Matthews and Jennifer Nettles held a concert outside Denver.
Fall Out Boy gave a performance at a Rock the Vote concert
on Monday night, and on Tuesday Everclear, Daughtry and
Moby had their own shows. Later in the week Black-Eyed Peas
and Kanye West will be hosting shows as well. Non-profit and
activist groups including the ONE campaign sponsor many of
the performances by these artists.
Even non-Obama supporters will be in Denver, like Val

Michael Bryant / The Associated Press

Dave Matthews performs at a concert in Philadelphia, Penn.
Kilmer and Sean Penn who are planning on speaking at a rally
for Ralph Nader.
The biggest question really seems to be what they are all
doing there. It definitely seems to be looking good publicitywise to have A-listers gracing the convention floor, but could
this change from a political forum to a Hollywood hangout
lessen the importance of real issues that members of the
Democratic Party are hoping to discuss? How much coverage
will all the politicians and policies be getting in comparison
to each celebrity’s favorite hang-out spot? And how much is
this article contributing to this sick, sad coverage? All I know

Brian Baer / The Associated Press

Delegates cheer and show support Michelle Obama after
her speech at the Democratic National Convention.
is the Democratic candidate is totally getting my vote because
Edward Norton might show up.
Comments on this story? E-mail gamecockfeatures@sc.edu

Band goes beyond southern image with eclectic sound
Kentucky group My Morning Jacket
mixes R&B, funk, soul in fifth album
Thor Christensen
MCT Campus

The guys in My Morning Jacket live in
Kentucky, play electric guitars and sport
facial hair, all of which can add up to only

one thing.
They’re Southern rockers, right?
No dice. As the band proves on its fifth
CD, “Evil Urges,” it’s more influenced by
R&B and funk than by Lynyrd Skynyrd.
“People assume we’re a certain type of
band based on how we look,” says singer
Jim James. “But we all have pretty diverse
music collections, and we’re always trying
something different.”
That’s an u nderstatement. On “Ev il

Urges,” the band travels from the Philly
soul stylings of “Thank You Too!” to the
Prince-like synthesizer funk of “Highly
Suspicious.” Growing up in Louisville in the
1980s, James says, he was awed by the R&B
records his parents would play.
Don’t let that Southern-rocker look fool
you. These guys are heavily influenced by
R&B performers, including Dallas’ own
Erykah Badu.
“You listen to Stevie Wonder’s records
and there’s Beatles production techniques
and acoustic guitars, and you listen to Bill
Withers, and it’s a folk record mixed with a
soul record,” he says. “Back then, rock and
R&B were more mixed than they are now,
and we’re really inspired by that.”
Nowhere is that more evident than at
My Morning Jacket’s concerts, where the
band jumps from its own Who-like guitar
anthems to songs by Funkadelic, Sly Stone
and Erykah Badu. James says he was first
drawn to Badu’s 1997 hit “Tyrone” because
it gives him the chance to sing his own
name (“You gotta bring Jim, James, Paul and
Tyrone”).

“That’s the silly reason we did it. But it’s
also a fantastic song,” he says, adding that
if he could sing “Tyrone” live with Badu, it
would be “a dream come true.”
“Erykah’s defi nitely one of the top ones
out there today. She’s a great artist who
incorporates all sorts of music into her
records. It’s not all just preprogrammed.”
Artists who push boundaries fascinate
James. Ask him about his childhood love for
“The Muppet Show,” and the singer could
talk for hours.
“Television is a dangerous medium because
it hypnotizes people and totally sucks the
creativity out of your brain. But when it’s
used correctly and thoughtfully, like ‘The
Muppet Show,’ it can be a really powerful
thing,” he says.
“I sing a lot of songs in different voices, as
different characters, and that probably crept
in from ‘The Muppet Show.’”
In “Librarian,” he imagines a love affair
from across the bookshelves.
“I’m a shy guy, and I happen to be single
at the moment, so if I see somebody I’m
attracted to, it’ll become a fantasy for me to
wonder what it would be like
to have a real relationship
with them,” he says.
A lot of rock bands
fantasize about groupies or
st rippers. Leave it to My
Morning Jacket to fantasize
about women with degrees in
library science.
“Yeah,” he says, laughing.
“We’ve really cornered the
huge market on librarian
lust.”
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The Scene

Inside the Box ◆ By Marlowe Leverette / The Daily Gamecock

@

USC

MR B’S GOODTIME KARAOKE
EXPLOSION KARAOKE CONTEST

The Whiteboard ◆ By Bobby Sutton / The Daily Gamecock

TODAY
TOMORROW

PhD ◆ By Jorge Chan

AVIARY FIRE, ERISON, BOMBS AWAY, THE
BRONZE EPISODE, FRESHMAN 15
7 p.m., $7
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.

MADE OF HONOR
6 p.m., Free
Russell House Theater

BRICK LANE
6 p.m. & 8:15 p.m., $5.50
Nickelodeon Theater, 937 Main St.

INDIANA JONES & THE KINGDOM OF THE
CRYSTAL SKULL
9 p.m., Free
Russell House Theater

MR B’S GOODTIME K ARAOKE EXPLOSION
KARAOKE CONTEST
8 p.m., $5
Art Bar, 1211 Park St.

HEKTER HEKTER, THE FREELOADERS, JOHN
BURNS IN SPACE
8 p.m., $5 Over 21/ $7 under
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.

CAROLINA PRODUCTIONS GENERAL MEETING
6 p.m.
Russell House, Room 315

HOROSCOPES

8/27/08

1234567890-=
ARIES You’re making
progress, though it may
seem way too slow. Funny
thing is, you cheer right
up when friends come by.
Schedule fun for Friday.
TAURUS You’re an
excellent listener, especially
now. Do that, and you’ll
be entrusted with a loved
one’s secret. You can help,
and even heal, simply by
being there.
GEM INI

Shop
carefully so you can get
something for everybody.
It m ight not be much,
but if it’s delicious, it’ll be
appreciated. Perhaps a little
somet hing in chocolate
chip?

C A NC ER

Make
plans for a trip or a business
expansion. Start by listing
all the problems you’ll have
to overcome. Then, get

going. You’re hot.

LEO Do you really
know what you have, and
how much it’s worth? You
may t h i n k you do, but
t hink again. Better get
another appraisal before
you sell.
V IRG O

Ta k e a
leadership position in your
com mu n it y. You’re t he
one with the management
sk il ls. A nd you’re wel l
organized. They need you.

LIBRA It’s a good idea
to keep your opinions to
yourself. You’re not liable to
change the other person’s
mind, or vice versa.
SCORPIO

You’re
incredibly luck y now, if
you don’t lend money to
friends. You’ve probably
already stopped doing that
many years ago. If not, stop
doing it now.

SAGIT TARIUS
You’re prett y good with
words, when you’re in the
mood. But avoid going into
a rant now, if you possibly
can

C A PR ICOR N
Go ahead and delegate,
while continuing to pay
attention. Let the others
get some experience, but
be there if anything goes
wrong. You’re naturally
very good at this. It’ll be
fun.

ACROSS
1 Tie types
7 Syrian capital
15 One-room apartment
16 Bologna tongue
17 Gave shape to
18 Opposite of an
enlarger

Be
careful, thorough and even
a little bit secretive. You’re
gathering information, not
distributing, remember?

19 Sturm __ Drang

PISCES Cont i nue
sailing smoothly toward
your destination. You’re
ma k i ng g reat prog ress
effortlessly and not all by
yourself.

26 Hammer part

AQUA R I US

20 Small dishes
22 Now __ seen it all!
23 Middling marks
25 Emotionless
27 Jewish sect member
29 Radio static letters
30 Flowerless plants
31 Common mushroom

8/27/08

1

2 3 4

for 8/26/08

DOWN

Solutions from 8/26/08

33 Ulan __, Mongolia

1 Even though

35 Empty-nesters'

2 Prehistoric period

vacation

3 Dead end

40 Novelist Carr

4 Roulette bet

41 Oder-__ Line

5 Draws

42 "Vega$" star

6 Soft drinks

45 Tight-mouthed

7 Throws into confu-

47 Stallone role

sion

48 Mexican menu item

8 Plato or Aristotle,

49 Death rattles

e.g.

51 12:00

9 Wed

52 Pair of 501's

10 Baba and MacGraw

53 Indian bean tree

11 Sermon topic

55 Italian possessive

12 More

30 Entrance area

pronoun

encrusted

32 45% of M

56 With plastic

13 Irregular

34 Sawbuck

58 "Java" trumpeter

14 Kierkegaard and

36 Iron ore

60 Crystalline gypsum

Hansen

37 Passing through a

61 July 26th honoree

21 Shoshone

membrane

62 International agree-

24 Wind from the

38 Ozzy of Black Sab-

ments

Sahara

bath

63 Gnatlike ﬂies

26 Last period of the

39 Maternity ward

Paleozoic Era

VIPs

28 A Shore

42 Greatest degree
43 Fassbinder or Rilke

44 Eaves dripper
46 Gibson or Torme
49 Spokes
50 Burst of energy
53 Dollar fraction
54 High: pref.
57 FDR power group
59 Once owned
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Major credit cards accepted
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Additional Info

First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line
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E-mail:

Announcements
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
SCHOLARS/PROFESSORS
WELCOME BANQUET sponsored by
IFM Friday, August 29th, 6:30PM,
Family Life Center, First Presbyterian
Church, Washington @ Bull St.
Good food, entertainment. Meet people
from many countries. FREE 799-3452

Apartments
WEST COLUMBIA I-26 US #!
1BR apt w/full kit, BA, carpet A/C.
All utils pd. $410 + sec dep. 238-6916.
1730 GREENE USC AREA
1BR’S $395-$575
301 S. EDISTO 4BR $1395 799-9483

Roommates
Large home 3,000+ sq ft pvt BR & BA on
seperate level. $350/mo + util. 791-7654
F/rmmte needed 2BR 2BA condo on
River. Gated community w/pool gym
tennis/basketball court fully furn. util
incld. $500 Call 622-8311.

Housing-Rent
2430 Preston St. 2BR 1BA $695
318-0729
10 Min. from Campus! 4BR 4BA Home
Pool fp, w/d kit apl. hdwd flrs. $1600/mo.
Available August 1st. 256-5290
4BR hdwd fl. CH&A $1495 1.5 miles
to USC. Call 318-0729.

2416 Cypress St. 4BR 2BA $1295.00
Call 318-0729

Housing-Sale
Beautifully Renovated Home for sale
by Owner. Total renovations! New
kitchen, Master suite w/marble shower,
spa tub vanities, etc. Restored hdwd fls
newly landscaped yard and so much
ore. A wonderful established neighborhood and very popular with USC faculty
& staff. Great location. An absolute must
see! Contact M. Ellison at 553-0784 or
email mce51@sc.rr.com

•

Office hours: M-F

Help Wanted

PALMETTO ATHLETIC CENTER
1193 N. Lake Dr. Lexington SC is now
hiring positive, energetic employees
for the following positions:
Afterschool Program M-F 2:30-6/7:00
Cheerleading (Allstar & Tumbling
M-Th 3:45-8:00
Recreation Gymnastics
M, T Th 3:30-7:10
Competitive Gymnastics Level 4 M W F 3:30-7:30
Pay range will commiserate with experience. Please email your resume and or
contact info to
mmacklen@palmettoathleticcenter.com
or call 951-2090 261-3519
Looking to make some extra money
this Fall? Southern Way Catering is
looking for dependable people to work
events nights & Saturdays. Experience
not necessary. Calll 783-1061 email
Jessica@thesouthernway.com

Hardware Help - Looking for counter
help pulling and keying hardware. Work
around class schedule. $8/hr. Located
on 2021 Blanding St. 256-1646.

PAID PROGRAMMING INTERNSHIP
Company w/USC Tech Incubator looking
for PT intern (20/hr/wk) $12/hr. Flexible
schedule. Great opportunity! Preference
given to those experienced with CSS &
HTML, ASP, Net, SQL, VB and/or Java.
Please submit resumes to mkimbrell@easyhrweb.com

PT Hours. Must have excellent speaking voice! Earn $200- $500/wk.

Free cell phone! Call 269-1709
ATTENTION: TSTM MAJORS
& COMPUTER GEEKS?
The Office of Campus Recreation is
looking for a student to serve as a computer support assistant. Duties will include: Computer technical support in a
Windows Environment, website maintenance, and security audits. Programming kills in HTML, ASP.NET, and VB
scripting a plus. Apply in person room
309 of the STWFC.
P/T Student or Graduate, Secretary 3-4
hrs. each afternoon. Rosen Appraisal
send information to PO Box 28, Columbia, SC 29202. or fax (803)765-9889 or
email rosenappraisal@bellsouth.net
PT Veterinary Tech afternoons &
weekend. Will Train. Apply in person
at Spring Valley Animal Hospital
8913 Two Notch Rd. 788-8481
PT File Clerk needed for a local company Up to 24/hrs/wk. Please fax resume to 83-926-0345 or mail to
Special Care Medical
PO Box 21564 Columbia, SC 29221.

We have the best job on campus!!
Make $8.25 per hour!! Build your
resume, earn great bonuses, and
show your Gamecock pride!!
More info? Want to come to an
interview session?
Interested in applying? Email:
Jessica.Neno@ruffalocody.com
or call 7-2874
GYMBOREE PLAY & MUSIC
Now hiring PT teacher for classes and
birthday parties. Training provided, all
majors
welcomed.
Call
Melanie
738-1231 for more information.
PT OFFICE JOB - DATA ENTRY
Flexible daytime hrs, located near Williams-Brice Stadium Apply in person at:
Pennington Seed 1236 Eden St.
The South Carolina Research Authority is looking for a PT Office Assistant
to provide support to the SC
EPSCoR/IDeA State Office Team embers and assist in daily office administrative operations. This position will be responsible for providing administrative
support to team members including typing, filing, and data entry and management. Must be a FT student proficient in
common office software applications, including the MS Office Suite, Internet
browses and Web site development applications. To apply for this position,
please visit our website,www.scra.org
EOE
TYPIST NEEDED - to type newsletter.
Must have good computer skills.Must
have access to Computer. Sample work
required.Call Eunice @ 899-4896 evenings 8PM-10:30pm.

For Sale

MATTRESS SETS
Brand ne still in plastic. Full & Queens
start @ $140. Clearing warehouse. Don’t
go to a store! Call Mark @ 238-6288.

THE BIGGEST POSTER SALE:
Biggest and Best Selection
Choose from over
2000 different images.
FINE ART, MUSIC, MOVIES,
MODELS HUMOR, ANIMALS,
PERSONALITIES,
LANDSCAPES, MOTIVATIONAL,
PHOTOGRAPHY
MOST IMAGES ONLY $7, $8 AND $9
SEE US AT THE
Russell House University Union
2nd Floor Lobby on
Monday, Aug.25th -Friday Aug. 29th,
THE HOURS ARE 9AM-5PM
THIS SALE IS SPONSORED BY
Russell House University Union.

700 Gervais St.

Tickets at www.etix.com
Fri. 8.29

Parking
Help Wanted

Rock 93.5 “Friday Night Live” Presents

Justin Smith
w/ Call Me Much
The D ir ty Lowdown
DOORS 8PM • $5

Starseed Project
Fri. 9.5

DOORS 8PM • $5

Sat. 8.30

Therapists needed - Child with autism.
Flex hours training provided $8-$10/hr.
BHDsceap@aol.com

Rock 93.5 “Friday Night Live” Presents

Trapt

w/ Everythi ng Af ter
Apr il’s Fall
DOORS 8PM • $12 ADV • $14 DOS

Fri. 9.12

DOORS 7PM • $6 ADV • $8 DOS

Wed. 9.10

Sent By Ravens
w/ Ocean is Theory Valkyr ie

Rock 93.5 “Friday Night Live” Presents

Same As It Ever Was
(Talki ng Heads Tr ibute)
DOORS 8PM • $5

DOORS 8PM • $18 ADV • $20 DOS

Wed. 9.17

Drive-By Truckers
Fri. 9.19

Green’s Discount Beverage Stores
are now hiring cashiers and stockers at
both locations. Must be flexible and able
to work within a fast-paced environment.
Friday & Saturday availability a MUST.
Pre-employment drug screening and
background check required. Please apply in person in the beer store of 400
Assembly St. or 4012-B Fernandina
Rd. EOE

8:30 am - 5 pm • Russell House, Rm. 343

Landscaper needed. M-F, flexible, from
12:30-5pm. $10/hr some experience preferred. Call 254-0818

35mm SLR Camera for Photography
Students - Very nice Cannon EOS Rebel
35 mm SLR film camera w/strap, canon
lens & cap $125. Call 771-8724.

PARKING SPACES
Near South Tower at Pickens &
Blossom. $220 per semester 799-3452

Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost

Help Wanted

TELEMARKETERS
NEEDED NOW!!

Room for Commuting Student Lg BR w/pvt BA near USC Mon-Thur
$275/mo. 252-7752

Noon, 1 business day prior to publication

Telecounseling Positions Available
The Office of Undergraduate Admissions
is looking for enthusiastic, dedicated students to assist with recruitment by calling prospective students, admitted students and
their parents. Applicants
should possess strong communication
skills, enthusiasm for USC, good work
ethic, professionalism and basic computer and telephone skills. Students are
required to work 2/nights/wk during the
hours of 5-9pm. Monday-Thursday
throughout the school year, except on
University holidays. $7.50/hr to start.
Training begins September 8. Applications are available in the Office of
Undergraduate Admissions located
on the Horseshoe in Lieber College.
Application deadline: August 27th at
5PM. For more information, please
call Alex Fippinger at 777-0394.

MURPHY PROPERTY W. COLA AREA
1407 B Avenue - 4BR 2BA CH&A stove
refr no pets. $1100.00
1013 Rutland Avenue- 4BR 2BA
CH&A stove refri. $1200
Call 791-9958

3BR 2BA 5 min to USC fenced bkyd,
brick hdwd flrs. $975 w/$500 dep. Call
932-4539.

Additional options

Help Wanted

BARTENDING up to $250/day . No exp
nec, training prov’d 800-965-6520 X 253.

5PTS/USC 3BR 2BA house 1 yr old
available 8/1 $1200. 948-8033

DEADLINE

sholmes@mailbox.sc.edu

Rooms for rent almost on campus--1812
Greene St. for Females & 1814 Greene
for Male rajaluri@ifmusa.org or 318-800.

Apartments & Homes Near USC
Hawkins Properties 799-0804

Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length

Rock 93.5 “Friday Night Live” Presents

Will Hoge

w/ The Everyday F ields
Katie Herzig
DOORS 8PM • $10 ADV • $12 DOS

w/ The Loved Ones
DOORS 8PM • $22.50 ADV • $25 DOS

Sat. 9.20

Flogging Molly
www.headlinerscolumbia.com
www.m yspace.com/headliners

BOOK YOUR NEXT SORORIT Y, FRATERNIT Y OR
STUDENT ORGANIZATION EVENT!
EMAIL: HEADLINERSCOLUMBIA@HOTMAIL.COM

Help Wanted
Restaurants

TUTORS NEEDED: GPA of 3.1 will earn
you $10-$12 (or more) per hr! Highest
demand for Math, Reading & Science.
Call Tutor Connection 957-6060.

Help Wanted
Child Care
Babysitter needed near USC for a 3 y.o.
boy, M & W 9-12am $8/hr. Punctuality,
ref, transp needed. 777-7462.

Help Wanted
Afterschool
Programs
PT AFTERSCHOOL STAFF
Irmo Chapin Recreation Commission is
currently hiring PT afterschool staff
counselors. Approx. 20/hr/wk. Salary
range
(based
on
experience):
$6.55-$15.00. Education, recreation or
child care experience preferred. Please
apply at Seven Oaks Park, Crooked
Creek Part or Saluda Shoals Park Resumes can be mailed to Julie Strauss
5605 Bush River Rd. Cola, SC 29212
or email to jstrauss@icrc.net.
Lexington Leisure Center is seeking
fun, enthusiastic and responsible After
School Counselors to work M-F 2-6pm.
No Nights/No Weekends.
Call Justin 957-7828 for more info.
Hourly rates start at $6.55.

Help Wanted
Instructors
GUITAR INSTRUCTOR NEEDED - to
teach 3 back-to-back lessons to 3 beginners. Flexible times. Call 420-4859

Help Wanted
Restaurants
Exclusive downtown private club has
opening for experienced AM/PM
Servers, Banquet Captain, and PM Line
Cook. Club offers competitive benefits
and great work environment.
Apply in person to 1301 Gervais St.
20th Fl, Tues-Fri, 3-5pm. Fax resume
to 771-8829 or email to
jobopening@sc.rr.com
Drug Free workplace

IHOP NOW HIRING
SERVERS & HOSTESSES
Will work with school schedule.
No Tip Sharing.
Email arsalco@aol.com or
Apply in person 7719 Two Notch Rd
813 St. Andrews Road

Help Wanted
Tutors

NOW HIRING
SERVERS, HOST & CASHIERS
Have a good GPA, hard working
and looking for fun
environment to work?
Apply on line at www.miyos.com
ZA’S BRICK OVEN - Now hiring Hostesses, kitchen staff & Servers with daytime availability. Apply in person 3-5pm
2930 Devine St.

WANT TO WORK
AT A FUN PLACE?
GOATFEATHERS 2017 Devine St.
Cooks, Waitstaff & Dishwashers
needed.Apply M-F 11am-4pm

Help Wanted
Runners
Downtown law firm is seeking PT runners. apply in person at Robinson,
McFadden & Moore, P.C., 1901 Main St.
Suite 1200, Columbia. Bring resume and
your fall schedule.

Services
PREGNANT, NEED HELP? FREE
pregnancy test Call Birthright
765-0165
We Already Know The Score!
Guaranteed Football Winners
www.beatingvegas.net

Work Study
Opportunities
$8/HR! Word-Study Office Assistants
SC Vocational Rehabilitation Dept. near
Airport. Duties: Filing & organizing, data
entry, reception & operating various office equipment. Must be proficient in Excel and MS Word.
EARN $8/HR! Work-Study Students
Needed for administrative help in Richland County Vocational Rehabilitation
offices on Percival Rd, Confederate Ave
(downtown) & Corporate Blvd (near
Road). Duties include filing & organizing, operating office machines, data entry & light reception. EEO
CALL CATHY SMITH @ 896-6553

“When you want to fool the world, tell the truth.”
— Otto von Bismarck
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C o ol B e a n s
provides a great
env i ron ment ,
full of the hustle
and bustle one
wou ld e x p e c t
from a college
cof fee hou se.
Located directly
across from the
Horseshoe, it’s
easy to find and
great for on-the-go pick-me-ups. Although excellent at first, this appears to
be a double-edged sword. During the rush, it can become quite busy, and the
service definitely reflects an air of haste and efficiency.
“The food and coffee is great, but the service seems a tad dismissive,” Kate
Click, a first-year business student, said. Given its location close to campus,
space is limited in the coffee house. However, the lack of space generates a
smaller, cozier feel. All that said, Cool Beans is perfect for sharing a slice of
cheesecake with a special someone or getting in some late-night, caffeineinduced studying.

GREG HIDLAY

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

College students love to procrastinate. And with procrastination comes those
late nights desperately poring over books and tapping away at computers. The only
thing that keeps students sane on those long nights is coffee’s saving grace. It is the
fuel that drives undergraduates to success and the liquid motivation that keeps us
going when nothing else will. So, without further ado, the good, bad and ugly of
Columbia’s coffee houses.
If you happen to f ind
yourself out across the bridge,
it is imperative that you stop
by the House of Coffee. It’s
a f avor ite a mong cof fee
coinsures, providing a wide
range of selections at affordable
prices. And although it’s out of
the way for most students, it is
right next to the New Brooklyn
Tavern. What better way to
get amped up for some local
amateur music than to pick up a fresh-brewed cup of java from the smiling and
friendly faces at the House of Coffee.

Immaculate Consumption,
on t he ot her ha nd, has
a much more relaxed feel
than other coffee shops. Its
tall ceilings and spacious
seating makes Cool Beans
feel stuffy in comparison.
The workers are friendly,
greeting the usuals by fi rst
name, and always delivering
with smiles. It’s a perfect
place for the quick bite of
healthy food and afternoon
eye-opener. And although
it’s only open Monday through Friday until 6 p.m., they know how to brew a cup
of coffee, roasting their own coffee beans on site. And for you non-coffee drinkers,
they offer a plethora of exquisite teas, ranging from Republic Darjeeling to a
relaxing Ginseng-Peppermint blend.

Be it Russell Houses’s University Bookstore
Café, or the center of Five Points, Starbucks
has its foothold on the most convenient of
locations. But, as usual, convenience comes
at a price. Starbucks has by far the steepest
cup of coffee at a whopping two dollars and
ten cents. And, even though Starbucks is
a large corporation with bloated prices, it
does have its good points. It has taken on the
roll of hosting informal groups of all kinds,
including five point’s local chess club and
Russell House’s Tuesday night acoustics.

Adrianna’s represents the quintessential coffee shop and dessert lounge.
Conveniently located in Five Points between Starbucks and Wachovia, it
provides the perfect way to relax during those blaring hot days. Although
it’s a bit pricier than some of the other alternatives, it’s worth it, serving up
refreshing ice creams and sorbets. And with its constant stream of soccer on
the television and a variety of classy beers to choose from, Adrianna’s is a
great alternative to the noisy sports bar. Whether it’s a break during the day’s
laborious chores or a simple nightcap with some friends, this café will keep
you coming back for more.
Christine Galligan THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Rocking out with ‘Guitar Hero’
Video game draws teenagers away
from physical to virtual playing
Jimmy Gilmore

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The defi nition of being a great musician
is taking on a slightly different meaning
with the runaway success of the “Guitar
Hero” v ideo g a me f r a nc h ise, wh ic h
already boasts five installments and shows
no signs of letting up.
Though the game has created a unique
hybrid that lets both video game fans and
rock ‘n’ roll enthusiasts come together
as one, its popularity calls into question
whether young musicians will turn to it
instead of picking up an actual guitar.
Learning to play guitar can take a lot of
time and a lot of money — two things most
college students are chronically without.
“Guitar Hero,” which retails around $100
with both the game and guitar controller,
poses its own challenges to mastering

difficult songs like Metallica’s “One,” but
even the most musically inept player can
quickly learn to rock out to bands as far
ranging as The Rolling Stones and AFI.
Part of the attraction lies in the simple
controller and user interface. Instead of
having to learn notes and chords and how
to play them, the game lets you k now
when to press which colored buttons in
what succession and when to strum.
There are some g u it ar ist s who see
the game as a lazy alternative, replacing
actual music with an artificial experience.
Inevitably, “Guitar Hero” simplifies even
the most complex songs into variations on
five notes.
For t he 12 to 18 age demog raph ic
that makes up a significant chunk of the
“Guitar Hero” cult, the game also affords
a broader look at classic music. Including
classic rock songs like “Free Bird” and
“Paint It Black” — on top of devoting an
entire installment of the franchise to the
music of “Aerosmith” — the video game
provides solid exposure of songs that may
not make reg ular appearances on t he

radio.
But “Guitar Hero” has also taken storm
across college campuses. Not just a dorm
room procrastination choice, tournaments
between competitors can be found almost
regularly.
Devotee s of t he g a me see it a s a n
immersive competitive activity requiring
skill and devotion to perfect many difficult
“expert” level songs.
Earlier this year, the game even caught
the attention of South Park writers Trey
Parker and Matt Stone, who devoted an
episode to undermining t he idea t hat
people can be rock stars by playing a video
game.
“Gu itar Hero,” for all it s m ight, is
only one of several games that strive to
artificially reproduce an activity.
Severa l yea rs ago, Da nce Da nce
Revolution — which used an interactive
f loor mat not entirely different from
“Guitar Hero’s” guitar controller — was
all the rage, letting people host dance
part ies and v ideo game compet it ions
simultaneously.

Of late, the Nintendo
W i i
has been continuing the
trend.
It s W ii Sport s game
u s e s t h e s y s t e m ’s
controller
to mimic golf clubs
a nd ten n is
rackets, while a new
M a r io K a r t
game comes with
its own wheel
to help heighten
the reality.
In an age
of rapidly
increasing
te c h nolog y,
players are
seek ing games
w it h mor e
“realistic” graphics
a n d
interactivity.
“Guitar Hero” and its
cache of sim ilarly
themed games are at
the height of popularity
for their distinct ability
to provide an alternate
experience to reality that
goes beyond the A and B
buttons.
Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecockfeatures@sc.edu
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USC gears up for Clemson
Soccer opens season
under Friday night
lights against rival
Drew Lattier

STAFF WRITER

Most people on campus
are getting excited about the
big football game this week.
Talk to any member of the
Carolina men’s soccer team,
and they have a different
game on their mind. This
weekend, the boys of USC
soccer open up their 2008
season with a Friday night
showdown against arch-rival
Clemson.
T he G a m e c o c k s w i l l
t a k e t he f ield o n t he i r
home turf at Stone Stadium
ready to play after a strong
preseason showing. This
past Saturday, USC played
to a decisive w in over
N.C. State, defeating the
Wolfpack 3-0. The strong
offensive showing was led
by a two-goal performance
from sophomore forward
Sam Arthur.
South Carolina has also
been ver y st rong on t he
defensive side of the ball in
exhibition play this year.
Goalkeepers Jimmy Maurer
a nd S e a n Ng u yen h ave

not allowed a single goal
throughout the preseason.
“I thought the key (in the
N.C. State win) was that,
defensively, we were very
solid,” coach Mark Berson
said. “It’s nice to have two
shutouts over two quality
teams.”
Clem son come s i nto
Friday night’s game lacking
the preseason boost that
Carolina has. In the t wo
exhibition games that the
Tigers have competed in this
season, they tied Winthrop,
and were handed a sound
defeat by UAB. Clemson is
also coming off of a losing
season last year, winning
on ly seven matches a nd
dropping 11.
De spit e t he f ac t t h at
Clemson lacks the
momentum that USC has
for opening night, this rival
matchup is always a thriller.
Last year at Clemson in
front of a record crowd of
nearly 7,000, the two teams
played a scoreless game until
Carolina freshman Blake
Brettschneider scored the
winning goal in the second
overtime. The win was just
the second victory for South
Carolina against Clemson
since 1996.
“C lem son h a s a good
team,” coach Berson said.
“Every year, it seems to be a

Fans with knowledge
deserve entry to game

Kate White / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Sophomore forward Sam Arthur will lead USC against a weakened Clemson defense.
down-to-the-wire situation,
and I would be surprised
if (this year) was anything
different.”
L o ok i n g t o s p oi l t he
G a me co c k s c elebr at ion
this year will be midfielder
Tommy Drake. Last year as a
freshman, Drake was named
to the freshman All-ACC
list after an impressive fi rst
season. USC starting goalie
Jimmy Maurer will have to
lookout for Drake late in

the game, as the Clemson a tough schedule for the
athlete scored three-game G a me c o c k s , c on s i s t i n g
winning goals last season, of 17 g a me s i n a l it t le
more t ha n t wo mont hs.
all against top 25 teams.
Offensive leaders for the T he s e a s on c u l m i n at e s
Gamecocks against Clemson in early November w it h
w ill include A r t hu r a nd t h e C o n f e r e n c e - U S A
Brettschneider, as well as tournament followed by the
senior David Smith. Smith NCAA Championship.
Friday night’s game will
got t he of fen se rol l i ng
against N.C. State with a begin at 7 p.m.
goal in the first five minutes
Comments on this story? E-mail
of last week’s match.
The season opener begins gamecocksportspage@sc.edu

Carolina heads
out to Arizona
Volleyball travels across
country for season
opening tournament
Noah Smith

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

KD Safran / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

USC coach Steve Spurrier said that the performance of the offensive line against a hypedup Wolfpack defense would be key to winning Thursday night’s game vs. N.C. State.

Pass protection crucial
to offensive prosperity
Spurrier talks about front five,
announces Gamecock Walk
Ben Hartzell

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

After Tuesday night’s closed practice,
the Gamecocks seem to be prepared for
Thursday night’s season opener against the
N.C. State Wolfpack. USC coach Steve
Spurrier talked about how necessary it is
for the front five to give junior starting
quarterback Tommy Beecher enough time
in the pocket.
“[We’ve] been making mental errors, so
we don’t need to make any,” Spurrier said.
“We don’t need to open the gates on our
quarterback. Try to give him some really
good protection if we can. If we can get
some passing time, I think we’ll play well.”
The offensive line is not set in stone, as
one area of concern for the Gamecocks
is staying healthy. Junior center Garrett
Anderson will be the primary snapper, but
Spurrier was quick to express his concern
for the frontman.
“Garrett should play most of it at center,
unless he gets hurt; and some of our guys
have a history of getting hurt,” Spurrier
said. “Hopefully he can go the distance.”
Sophomore center Jarriel King could split
time under center if need be, as he and
Anderson “are pretty even right now.”
Spurrier also continued his praise of
junior running back Taylor Rank and the
rest of the Gamecock backfield.
“He practices well; we’re going to suit
up f ive r unning back s,” Spurrier said.
“Hopefully they’ll play well. But Taylor’s
starting again, his second as a Gamecock.”

Quiz would
resolve ticket
hullabaloo

The game plan is still being kept under
close guard, as all Spurrier would say was
that “we’ll mix it up. We’re not going to
throw it 40 or 50 times. State will come in
here all fi red up, ready to play. Everybody
wa nt s to k ick a n SEC tea m, so we’re
anticipating a tough, physical game from
them.”
Spir it s are h igh for t he G amecock s
enter i ng T hu rsday n ight ’s nat iona l ly
televised game on ESPN.
“The morale is always good this time
of yea r for ever y tea m. Ever y tea m’s
undefeated,” Spurrier said. “Of course I
know our fans will be pumped up and fired
up, ready to go.”
Carolina fans have one more thing to look
forward to this year, Spurrier promised.
“I do want to announce we’re going to
do another little thing different this year.
We’re going to have a Gamecock Walk.
Our players are going to get out of the bus
about two hours and 15 minutes before the
game. And all the fans are invited. If our
players wanna high five the fans, give ‘em
a fist bump or something like that, we’re
going to do it. I think our players need to
know the importance of playing football for
the University of South Carolina. And our
fans are the ones who have demonstrated
how important it is.”
The Gamecock Walk will occur around
5:45 p.m. Fans willing to participate should
meet at the corner of Bluff Road and the
Gamecocks’ locker room.
Game time is set for 8 p.m. at WilliamsBrice Stadium.
Comments on this story? E-mail gamecocksportspage@
sc.edu

South Carolina
vol leyba l l t ravels to
Tempe, Ariz. this weekend
for a sea s on- op en i ng
tournament against host
Arizona State University,
Dayton Universit y and
University of Nevada at
Las Vegas.
The Gamecocks want
to take away three wins at
the ASU Sheraton Classic,
but this trip is about more
than just victories.
“Nothing this early in
the season is a must-win,”
USC coach Ben Somera
said. “I’m looking for the
team to compete with the
intensity and focus we’ve
been training with.”
Coach Somera has
worked with a number
of line-ups, but the next
two days of practice will
deter m i ne who st a r t s
t h i s w e e k e nd . T h r e e
players sure to be in the
starting rotation are senior
captains Belita Salters and
Petra Lorenzi, and junior
captain Sarah Cline.
The Gamecocks look to
rely on their strengths in
this fi rst tournament and
work from there.
“ We a r e a p r e t t y
good ball handling team
w it h a g o o d b a l a n c e
of at hlet icism,” Coach
Somera said. “We’re not
big, but our skill level is
very high.”
No matter how
successful the Gamecocks
are, the most important
aspect of t hese games
for Coach Somera is to
see where his team needs
improvement. The ASU
Sher aton C la s sic w i l l
provide the difficult test
that Coach Somera seeks.
At 3 p.m. Eastern time
on Friday, the Gamecocks
open with Arizona State,

a consistently competitive
t e a m i n t he PAC -10 ,
arg uably t he toughest
D i v i s io n I vol le y b a l l
conference.
Dayton University and
U N LV should provide
stiffer competition for
the Gamecocks as both
received votes for t his
preseason’s CBS Colleges
Sports Net work /AVCA
Top 25 poll. In 2007, the
Dayton Flyers finished
with a record of 33-2, won
the Atlantic-10 conference
t it le, and defeated
Lipscomb University in
the opening round of the
NCAA tournament.
T he U N LV R eb e l s
r e t u r n t h r e e s t a r t er s
from a team coming off
t hei r mo st s ucce s sf u l
season in school history.
The 2007 squad won the
tough Mou ntain West
Conference Championship
but were picked fifth in
t heir 20 08 conference
preseason pole. T he
Gamecocks play Dayton
Friday night at 5 p.m. and
UNLV on Saturday at 2
p.m. Eastern time.
For C oac h S omer a ,
playing these unfamiliar
teams is exactly what the
Gamecocks need as it is
easy for his team to get
caught up i n scout i ng
reports and matchups.
They k now ver y lit t le
about the players across
t he net t h is weekend,
which allows them to focus
on their own game.
Three victories
w ill def i n itely set t he
Gamecocks on the right
p at h to t hei r g oa l of
reach i ng t he NC A A
tournament this year, a
feat they too missed by
just one win in 2007. More
important is the tone they
will set for the remainder
of t heir dif f icult 2008
schedule and figuring out
what aspects of their game
need improvement.
Comments on this stor y?
E-mail gamecocksportspage@
sc.edu

Quest ion: W ho is t he
Gamecocks’ head coach?
A) Hulk Hogan B) Lou
Holtz C) Steve Spurrier D)
Tommy Bowden
The correct answer is C,
Steve Spurrier. Did you get
it? If so congratulations, you
are one-tenth of the way to
becoming eligible for your
Georgia ticket. If you did
not answer correctly, then be
cautious, as you can only miss
three more questions before
you become ineligible.
As you all know, there have
been some issues with the
new ticketing system.
My solut ion is a l it t le
c o mpl ic at e d . I p r o p o s e
a week ly qu iz on f a i rly
general Gamecock football
knowledge.
Every week, each student
that wanted a ticket would
have to take a quiz of ten
randomly generated questions
pertaining to general
knowledge, i.e. “What song is
playing when the Gamecocks
run out of the tunnel?” or
pertaining to
more specific
k nowledge,
i.e. “W hat is
t he n a me of
the player who
caught t he
game-winning
touchdown pass MICHAEL
AGUILAR
last week?”
I t h i n k Fourth-year
t h i s w o u l d English
alleviate a lot student
of problem s.
For instance,
last year, at the homecoming
game, I distinctly remember a
portion of the student section,
all wearing brightly colored
dresses (I’ve been told I’m
not allowed to say they were
all sorority girls, wait, did I
just say they were all sorority
girls?), left after the f loat
winners were announced.
I’m not saying there is no
such thing as a sorority girl
that knows her football and
loves USC, in fact I’ve met a
bunch of them. However, if
you don’t believe that there
are many students who come
to the games just for the beer
and social activity then I’ve
a magical bean that, once
planted, will grow into a giant
beanstalk and lead to a goose
that lays golden eggs. You can
buy it for $500,000.
We r e t h e q u i z t o b e
implemented, I would also
suggest some sort of trivia
question or answer be given
during a TV timeout late in
the game. That way people
who either A) leave early
or B) pass out by the third
quarter would be discouraged
from doing so. If you missed
the game because you didn’t
get a ticket, you would be
provided with a code to enter
on ticketreturn.com and the
question/answer would be
prov ided before t he next
quiz.
Before ever yone jumps
down my throat about how,
logistically, this idea would
never work, I realize that. I
think the point that I’m trying
to get across is, if you can’t
tell me who the Gamecocks’
starting quarterback is, or you
can’t define pass interference
or you don’t k now what
position Jasper Brinkley plays
then maybe there is someone
who would enjoy your ticket a
little more than you would.
So, don’t take up a ticket,
stay outside the stadium,
party with the other folks
who don’t really care. You
aren’t even allowed to bring
your alcohol into WilliamsBrice anyway. The rest of
your friends who are actually
interested in the game will be
out in a couple of hours.
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News forgets
place, goal
with doggy
death report

EDITORIAL BOARD
Editor

BRAD MAXWELL
Copy Desk Chief

AMANDA DAVIS
News Editor

National media not outlet
for small, obscure animal
piece amid critical updates

Top news stories this week:
Obama picks a running mate,
the Democratic National
Convention begins, Russian
troops begin to withdraw
from Georgia, more Darfur
citizens die in
rebel attack and
man’s dog dies
during traffic
stop.
I, as a person
that turns
on t he news,
was expecting
RACHEL
to hear t he
WRIGHT
Third-year
latest on t he
English
upcoming
student
elec t ions or
about the
conf lict wit h
Russia and Georgia. I was
surprised and bit bothered
when I had to hear a thirtyminute news story about a
dog.
This wasn’t a heroic story
of your ever yday Lassie,
saving clumsy Timmy from
trouble. As the story goes, a
man was speeding down the
highway at 100 mph when
a police officer pulled him
over. When the officer asked
him why he was going so fast,
the man said that his dog
was dying and he was trying
to get him to the hospital.
Amidst the citation writing
and chit-chat, the dog ends
up dying.
Now — before any of the
dog lovers of the world try
to key my car — I like dogs
just as much as the next guy.
However, should a major news
network really be reporting
on something we would see
on the 11 o’clock local news?
I’m pretty sure the CNN
guys could find something
a little more important to
report on than someone’s
dog dying. Take for example
the 300,000 people who have
died in Darfur since 2003 or
the energy crisis right here in
America. Shouldn’t our news
stations be informative and
somewhat educational to us?
On top of that, why does it
seem like many people place
more value on an animal’s life
than a human life? In many
of the viewers’ opinions that
followed the story, people were
outraged at the policeman
and made outlandish remarks
suggesting that the man had
every right to sue the officer.
However, I wonder what
t hese same people would
say if one of their relatives
or friends was killed because
the man was going at such a
high speed and ended up in
an accident.
The off icer was simply
t r y i ng to prote c t ot her
drivers and the driver himself
from danger. That is a police
officer’s job after all. Even
though Fluffy can never be
replaced, one could always
buy another dog or adopt one
from the pound.
I understand a pet dying
can be extremely sad, but
I don’t understand why a
national news station would
report on it. I find it ridiculous
and another reminder of how
much we, as Americans, are
mostly unaware of the world
around us.
Will anything ever get
solved if our major news
stations are debating doggy
deaths and speeding tickets?
As long as the national news
continues to compete with
A n i m a l Pl a net , we w i l l
remain a largely uninformed
people.
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IN OUR OPINION

Anti-gay legislation
Future worries natural, normal overlooks big picture
THE PRICE IS RIGHT

Advisor, library resources
help relieve pre-career
anxieties, aggravations
I’m going to be honest —
the beginning of the year
always stresses me out.
Not only are we faced
w it h t a sk s
like finding
new classes,
b u y i n g
b o o k s ,
taking care
of finances,
settling
into new
DARREN
PRICE
dwellings
Third-year
and making
print
new friends,
journalism
but we as
student
students are
faced w it h
decisions of far greater
scope. On top of all these
most ly menial task s,
students are expected by
parents and professors to
map out their future.
Mapping out the future?
For nearly 30,000 adults
who just so recently had
their months planned out
by parents, teachers and
coaches, planning out an
entire career is a prett y
tall order. How can 18- to

21-year-olds possibly know
what they want to do with
the rest of their lives?
Such a t remendous
decision can cause a lot
of stress, and it definitely
affects even the surest of
students. No one can say
that they haven’t worried
about their future careers
and what happens after
the best four (or perhaps
seven) years of life pass by.
Whether or not you “know”
what you want to do, the
future is frightening, to say
the least.
Fear of t he u nk now n
is a com mon hu ma n
experience. Our own future
is the ultimate unknown,
and as a college student,
we are forced to constantly
consider the benefits and
consequences of picking a
path. Whether it be feeling
out one major as opposed
to another or picking a fun
summer job as opposed to
an unpaid internship, the
choices made in college
could ultimately impact
the rest of a student’s life.
I don’t care who you are,
that is scary.
Luckily, at USC at least,
t here are resources for

st udents worried about
t he f ut ure. The Career
C e nt e r o f f e r s a g r e at
library for those who feel
a little bit clueless about
the future and have one
on one consultations for
students who are a little
surer. If nothing else, they
are there to tell you that
in the end, you will be all
right. I can’t tell you how
many times I’ve sat in the
library peering over books
for my particular career of
the day, only to decide that
I am as unsure about my
future as I was before.
There is also some solace
in the fact that everyone
else in a university setting
is going through the same
fear of the unknown as one
another. Everyone, from
undeclared freshmen to
eighth semester seniors,
feels some anxiety about
the real world. The real
world is right there, and
it’s defi nitely time to start
thinking about it. In fact,
any st udent who isn’t a
litt le bit worried about
what lies ahead is probably
in more trouble than even
the most distraught and
clueless student.

THE FORUM
Reader comments from DailyGamecock.com
In response to
‘TicketReturn Starts’
by Liz Segrist
Rutgers a nd ot her
u n iver sit ie s u se t h is
on l i ne t icket s y stem
successfully. In the long
run when everyone adjusts
to the change it is easier,
timesaving for students
and more profitable for
the university.
I hope that we will see
loyalt y points awarded
for attendance at sports
other than football and
basketball in the future.
It seem s odd t hat t he
incentive to attend and
suppor t ot her at h let ic
event s wou ld not be
encouraged and rewarded.
Especially those sports
where tickets are not in
such high demand.
How can the university
justify not guaranteeing
ever y st udent a t icket
when we are all paying
‘activity’fees that include
tickets to sports. Clemson
guarantees every student
a t icket to ever y home
game why can’t we!!! I
came to USC for football
games too!!! Let ever y
student decide whether
he wants a ticket. Those
who don’t use their ticket
should not be allowed a
ticket for the next t wo
g a me s . T h i s i s a b ad
system. How many more
games will I miss because

of it? It shouldn’t be this
hard to be a student/fan!!
Your activity fees are
substant ially less t han
many schools. At the same
t ime, it includes many
things, such as access to
Ca rol i na Produc t ion s
event s and such. That
being said, though you
technically help “pay” for
events, if the venue fills
up then clearly you aren’t
going to get in.
Yo u w e r e n e v e r
guaranteed anything, and
any way, if you came to
USC for football (and you
are not a football player)
then sorry to say but you
came to the university for
the wrong reason.

In response to
‘Obama wages
useless class war’ by
Joshua Rabon
L e t ’s r e v i e w : t h e
Obamas file jointly and
made about $4.2 million
last year, most ly f rom
O b a m a’s b o o k d e a l s .
Don’t include Obama’s
b o ok dea l s (wor t h $ 4
million), and they made
$260,735.00.
T he Mc C a i n s , w ho
fi le separately but live in
a communit y propert y
state, have a net pay in
2007 that turns out to be
$766,653.00.
No wonder John
McCain said you
needed $5 million to be
r ich. Under McCa i n’s

def init ion, neit her are
rich. However, I’m not
including the McCains’
or t he Oba m a s’ N E T
worth, but I’m sure the
McCa i ns’ net wor t h
is much more than the
O b a m a s ’. ( M u l t i p l e
properties in three states;
w ife’s net wor t h $10 0
m i l l ion; I bel ieve t he
USC st udent body can
see that)
Frankly, I would never
vote for a politician that
was struggling financially.
If you are mak ing a
measly 100k a year and
a r e h a v i n g d i f f ic u lt y
putting your kids through
school, why should we
expect you to be able to
r u n t he cou nt r y when
you can’t even run your
own household?
Measly 10 0k a year?
W ho t he hell are you,
Richie Rich? Take that
silver spoon out of your
mouth and start talking
some sense. Less than ten
percent of the American
population makes more
than 100k a year while
more t h a n 50% m a ke
less than 30k. I know it
might seem impossible
for a privileged individual
s uc h a s you r s el f t h at
a f a m i ly c a n ac t u a l ly
survive without spending
10 grand a year on chinos
and polo shirts, but most
of the country is doing
just fi ne.

If you dress up a Razorback, it still stinks like a
Razorback. What’s already common knowledge to
most Arkansans is apparently news to the Arkansas
Family Council Action Committee.
The committee supports a proposal to prevent
unmarried couples living together from adopting or
serving as a foster parent. After turning in over 85,000
signatures to Secretary of State Charlie Daniels, the
act will be up for vote on Nov. 4.
Th is isn’t t he Fam ily
The committee Council’s
first try at similar
is making a leg islat ion — i n 20 06,
s Supreme
mockery of the tCheo u Ar trksatnr sa
uck dow n a
court system. law prohibiting gays and
lesbians from serving as
foster parents. While the
wording has changed somewhat, it is crystal clear this
move is targeted at gay couples.
Regardless of one’s stance on gay adoption, the
committee is making a mockery of the court system.
When their views were struck down, they simply
reworded the law to be slightly more inclusive. With
taxpayers footing the bill for many court costs, at
some point it is time to accept and respect the state’s
highest court.
While there can be some legitimate concern over
the stability of any couple responsible for a child, it’s
best to leave that decision to trained specialists and
out of the courts. Any couple or individual pursuing
adoption should be evaluated on the things that really
count — which doesn’t necessarily include marital
status. The bottom line is that foster children need
providing, loving homes, wherever they may be.

CORRECTIONS
If you see an error in today’s paper, we want to know about
it. E-mail us at sagckvew@mailbox.sc.edu

ITʼS YOUR RIGHT
Voice your opinion on message boards at www.dailygamecock.com
or send letters to the editor at sagckvew@mailbox.sc.edu
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